
Artist:Â Amanda WilliamsVenue:Â Rhona Hoffman, ChicagoExhibition Title:Â What black is this you say?Date: November 6 â€“ December 19, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and
link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Rhona Hoffman, ChicagoPress Release:Rhona Hoffman Gallery is pleased to present What black is this you say?, an exhibition of new works by Chicago-based
artist and architect Amanda Williams. New watercolor, oil and mixed media paintings interrogate the complexities, variations and degrees of difference in black as color and identity.What black is this you say? is a
multi-platform color project conceived on June 2, 2020, otherwise known as Blackout Tuesday, as the artist reconsidered social media protest and the â€œblack outâ€• of communication: Iâ€™ll be honest. I wasnâ€™t
feeling the black out. I hate stuff like that, but I caved. Wanted to be in solidarity. But Color is everything to me. You canâ€™t just say â€œblackâ€•&#8230;which one? So Iâ€™m gonna inaugurate a different black each
day until I donâ€™t feel like it anymore. Why? Cuz Iâ€™m black and I can!Starting on June 3rd, Williams identified a different â€œblackâ€• each day via her personal Instagram. The ubiquity of the platform was used to
imagine black as nuanced and highly variable, and to reject black as monolithic. Funny, poignant and sometimes-site-specific captions accompany each post. The resulting feed is an expanse of black shades, textures
and colloquialisms from personal and collective histories.Williams returns to her first lovesâ€”oil painting, color, and color mixingâ€”to translate this body of work from digital gesture into a physical exploration of black
abstraction. The captions of the original posts serve as titles of the work. No pre-made black paints are used; instead, a deep range of purples, browns and greens are at play, evoking what she calls â€œthe sensation of
blackness.â€• As with color, a range of techniques are used to create distinct surface treatments.Similar to her breakout painted house series Color(ed) Theory, this chromatic and cultural exploration of blackness is both
universal and biographical. The viewer is invited on a simultaneous adventure in soul and color, to explore the multitude of â€˜Black.â€™Amanda Williams (b. Evanston, 1974) is both a visual artist and trained architect
from Cornell University whose practice lives at the intersection between art and architecture. Her projects use color as a lens to highlight the complexities, politics and intersections of race, place and value. She is widely
known for her series, Color(ed) Theory, where she painted the exterior of condemned houses on Chicagoâ€™s South Side. The work raises questions about the state of urban space and equity in America and the
invisible policies and forces that have misshapen inner cities. Amanda Williams was selected to represent the United States at the 2018 Venice Architecture Biennale in collaboration with Andres L. Hernandez and Shani
Crowe. Amanda has been commissioned to design the forthcoming Shirley Chisholm Monument in Brooklyn along with Olalekan B. Jeyifous. Her work from the â€œWhat black is this you say?â€• series is included in the
exhibition The Long Dream at the MCA Chicago, and in an ongoing collaborative project with the Storefront for Art and Architecture in New York. Past exhibitions include Chicago Works: Amanda Williams, a solo
exhibition at the MCA Chicago and A Way, Away (Listen While I Say), a public project with the Pulitzer Arts Foundation in St. Louis. She is a United States Artists Fellow, Efroymson Family Contemporary Arts Fellow, and
recipient of the 2020 3Arts Next Level/Spare Room award. Amanda also sits on the multidisciplinary Exhibition Design team for the Obama Presidential Center and is the inaugural Artist-In-Residence at Smith College.
She lives and works on Chicagoâ€™s South Side.Link: Amanda Williams at Rhona HoffmanThe post Amanda Williams at Rhona Hoffman first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Sandra
MujingaVenue:Â Vleeshal, MiddelburgExhibition Title:Â MidnightDate: September 20 â€“ December 13, 2020Curated By: Roos GortzakClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available
after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Vleeshal, MiddelburgPress Release:Sandra Mujingaâ€™s work is concerned with mechanisms of representation: the social agency of images and their use in the creation of
identities. As part of a generation of artists who seamlessly operate between online and physical spaces, Mujinga uses the exhibition space as one possible arena for artistic work, in addition to Internet and social media,
the immaterial networks of music distribution, the social spaces of nightclubs, and activist organisational forms. With a starting point in the science fiction genreâ€™s idea of â€˜world-buildingâ€™, the exhibition proposes
invisibility as a survival strategy, both as a speculative gaze to the future and in relation to the political reality of our time.In Midnight, visitors navigate throughÂ a futuristic architectural structure, firstly encountering four
oversized, hollow bodies made from textiles: NkÃ¡ma, ZÃ³mi, MÃ³kÃ³ and LibwÃ¡ (2019). These hooded figures loom high above average human size, in an ambiguous state of guarding, gathering and confronting. For
Mujinga, science fiction functions as a template for exploring imaginary worlds where humans are not necessarily at the centre. These sculptures evoke elephants or octopuses, with elements resembling trunks and
tentacles. Mujinga is interested in how animals develop survival strategies and adapt to hostile surroundings, for example when elephants stop growing tusks or change from diurnal into nocturnal animals to avoid human
poachers. Mujinga often works in series. With the titles NkÃ¡mÃ¡ (Hundred), MÃ³kÃ³ (One), LibwÃ¡ (Nine) and ZÃ³mi (Ten), translated from Lingala, the artist is not referencing how many there are, but rather the order in
which they will exist in the future.The question of what it means to exist in the dark is a recurring topic in the work of Sandra Mujinga. In this exhibition however, her sculptures bathe in green light, as a filter added to the
appearance of the artworks. The green shade of the ambient lighting is reminiscent of the green screen known from video production, where a green background is superimposed with other images, making the
relationship between figure and background fundamentally unstable and interchangeable. Black darkness and the green light are opposites, but also two sides of the same coin in Mujingaâ€™s work. The green screen
functions both as a conceptual and material starting point; a space that can be changed into anything, being nothing and everything simultaneously.In the second part of this exhibition, a figure with vaguely human
features hovers mid-air in a darkened space without clear boundaries. This work, titled after the artistâ€™s mother, Flo (2019), is projected through a large-scale hologram screen and accompanied by a soundtrack that
Mujinga composed with digitally processed strings. The figure, that may at first glance appear like a video game avatar or a science fiction superhero, is in fact one of Mujingaâ€™s regular collaborators, the actor and DJ
Adrian Blount (GodXXX Noirphiles), dressed in one of the artistâ€™s wearable sculptures. The outfit is both artwork and costume, affecting the actorâ€™s mobility with its inflated muscles and superhuman proportions.
This work stems from the artistâ€™s fascination with Ann-Marie Crooks, a Jamaican-American former bodybuilder and wrestler; better known in the 1990s by the stage name Midnight.The hologram technology is
frequently used in spectacular stage settings to resurrect dead performers or celebrities, such as Tupac Shakur, seemingly alive on stage. Throughout history, new media technologies have often been used in attempts to
connect with the afterworld or to revive the past. In this work, named after the artistâ€™s mother, technology acts as a bridge between our own world and an imagined world beyond ourselves.In a world that was not made
equal for all bodies, and which is threatened with destruction, survival strategies for the future cannot build on the maintenance of an existing order but must reach out towards something else. As an artist, DJ and
musician, Mujinga works with a broad spectrum of media and art forms, in a variety of arenas. However, this is not just evidence of a restless creativity that is expressed through various outputs, but also of a critical
examination of the existing structures, institutions and contexts for communication, negotiation and representation. Operating from within the exhibition space and the nightclub, the Internet and the stage, Mujinga acts as
both artist and organiser, observer and critical voice.Sandra Mujinga (b. 1989, Goma, Democratic Republic of the Congo) is a Norwegian artist and musician who lives and works in Oslo and Berlin. On the occasion of this
exhibition project, a new book has been published together with BOM DIA books and Bergen Kunsthall. It was designed by Manuel Raeder and features contributions by Sandra Mujinga, Wong Bing Hao, Tamar
Clarke-Brown, Olamiju Fajemisin and Jessica Lauren Elizabeth Taylor. Midnight is an adapted version of SONW &#8211; Shadow of New Worlds, an exhibition that was on view at Bergen Kunsthall from 22 November
2019 until 19 January 2020.Link: Sandra Mujinga at VleeshalThe post Sandra Mujinga at Vleeshal first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Carlos ReyesVenue:Â Waldo, SearsportDate: October 31 â€“
December 13, 2020Note: Press release and an additional text available hereÂ andÂ here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Waldo,
SearsportLink: Carlos Reyes at WaldoThe post Carlos Reyes at Waldo first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artists:Â SÃ³nia Almeida, Magnus Frederik ClausenVenue:Â TÃ¸rreloft, CopenhagenExhibition
Title:Â Standard Error (SE)Date: November 20 â€“ December 4, 2020Organized By: Sarah McNultyNote: A publication associated with the exhibition is available here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images,
press release and link available after the jump.Images:Image courtesy of AGA Works, Copenhagen. Photos by Brian Kure.Press Release:For the second show in the new AGA Works space, TÃ¸rreloft presents SÃ³nia
Almeida &amp; Magnus Frederik Clausen. In conversation in and around painting, the two artists take cue from its potential as container and content(s). The paintings take their form on paper, canvas, as fabric hangings,
books, objects, clothing. They stand, hang, lie, move; some can we see, some we must initiate contact with and others packed in that we can only imagine. The paintings are vessels and have pockets, from which we can
reach in and draw out, exploring tensions in image-making, both visual and physical.The exhibition is accompanied by a zine produced by the artists, with a text by Barry Schwabsky and layout by Wrong Studio.Link:
SÃ³nia Almeida, Magnus Frederik Clausen at TÃ¸rreloftThe post SÃ³nia Almeida, Magnus Frederik Clausen at TÃ¸rreloft first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:MÃ©lanie Matranga
at Manifesta 13Marcia Hafif at Parrasch HeijnenDavid Shrigley at BQWhitney Claflin at BodegaCatalina Ouyang at Lyles &amp; KingAlex Ayed at Balice HertlingJasmine Gregory at Karma InternationalDaisuke Fukunaga
at Tomio KoyamaThomas Eggerer at Friedrich Petzel GallerySidsel Meineche Hansen at RodeoGroup Show at Kevin SpaceGroup Show at Altman SiegelRochelle Feinstein at Nina JohnsonHave an exellent week.The
post Week in Review: December 6, 2020 first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Rochelle FeinsteinVenue:Â Nina Johnson, MiamiExhibition Title:Â Fredonia!Date: November 20, 2020 â€“ January 9,
2021Selected By: Tenzing BarsheeClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Nina Johnson, MiamiPress Release:Nina Johnson is proud
to present Fredonia!, an exhibition of new and recent paintings by Rochelle Feinstein, opening on November 20th, 2020 and remaining on view through January 9th, 2021. Feinstein is a legendary painter, whose work and
ideas about abstraction have influenced generations of artists. Over the past four decades, she has deflated the dogmas of modernism with humor and verve, liberally borrowing from different schools of painting, as well
as other mediums, including drawing, photography, printmaking, sculpture, video, and installation. Though it takes myriad forms, her singular project always centers painting within culture at large.Fredonia! refers to a
fictional utopia, a 19th-century name for the United States that never took off, and a failed country in the 1933 Marx Brothers film Duck Soup. The exhibition features several recent
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